notes on a yellow manifesto, version 1.3 (Februray 2015)

I recently began assembling a collection of NOAA emergency weather radios. The first: a plastic silver rectangle with a crank that never seems to give it enough power, the dynamo spinning without any sense of
generation. The second: bright, yellow, rugged plastic with a solar panel on the back, which I have yet to test. The third: a hand held, battery operated Midland device from Cabela’s off the I-94. The fourth: a fragile
square box with a sticker on the side reading “imitation rosewood,” a Realistic crystal radio, sensitive to even the most minor fluctuations and disruptions of the 160.165 mHz frequency.
It’s oddly pleasant, reassuring and disturbing,to listen to the automated male and female voices reading (transmitting?) information about the direction of the winds over Lake Michigan, the temperature at O’Hare
and the “extended outlooks” as I work in my studio. I feel located as I flip on a switch, allowing the stream of current conditions and forecasts to wash over me in a low, automated murmur. Taking stock of the weather
each morning is an attempt at inoculation; a barricade against the rising waves of anxiety that I am not prepared — we are not prepared — for the changes ahead.
In their manifesto Six Theses on Anxiety and Why It is Effectively Preventing Militancy, and One Possible Strategy for Overcoming It, Plan C and the Institute for Precarious Consciousness – an anonymous coalition of U.K
artists and activists – outline cultural anxiety to be the dominant affect of our time. The manifesto points to anxiety as a public secret and asserts that in systems of capital public secrets are typically personalized:
“Today’s public secret is that everyone is anxious. Anxiety has spread from its previous localized locations … to the whole of the social field.” In a lecture she delivered on “Anxiety, Whitman, Sympathy” last fall, political
philosopher and feminist theorist Jane Bennett drew the conclusion from Six Theses that: “Indeed, we might think of anxiety as a narrowing or constriction of the conduits between inside and outside. In anxiety, it
becomes harder to discern what’s out there, and this straining and squinting distorts our reception of the scene. Anxiety, in other words, is not conducive to the subtle readings of the political landscape required for
effective forms of intervention into it.”
I have been secretly wanting to write a manifesto, like they did in 1968 and 1969 and 1972.
Arising at times of perceived urgency, manifestos assert a desire for — if not a direct call to — action. They congeal in relation to a set of concerns that need airing, emerging when cultural actors feel an irreconcilable
need to do something, say something, anything. Manifestos attempt to serve as utpoic guidebooks, mapping the dystopic conditions of the present to shepard in a new way forward.
But I have no roadmap.
In a world of global capital, rowing on the ocean of the technological sublime, I feel adrift.
But I know I am not alone on this raft, listening, observing, recording, grieving, desiring, caring. I am not alone in my anxieties, in my desire for survival, persistance, resistance and change.
And so a manifesto has bubbled up.
A little over a year ago I began collecting color-coded emergency preparedness charts. Although individually differentiating in hue and saturation, the charts invariably gradate from yellow to orange to red with
varying levels of severity. The U.K. Met Office’s “Weather Warning Guide” has outlined four, clear, chromatic, responsive steps in case of emergency: red for “take action,” orange for “be prepared,” yellow for “be aware,”
and green for “there is no severe weather at this time.”
As Six Theses point out, the public secret that we are all very anxious isolates and prevents us from reaching the red of “take action.” And for all the family pack emergency preparedness totes and backpacks I have
seen in Walmart and REI, I remain unfortified by the orange security of “be prepared.” Yet I think few would agree that we occupy the calming green that signals “there is no severe weather at this time.”
So yellow. The color signaling: “Be Aware.” A provocation; an innoculation; a “yellow alert.”

BE AWARE

you are an individual who is a molecule within a disjointed collective body that has not figured out how to communicate amongst its many parts and pieces. As a
willing — or unwilling — member of this planetary body, your individual agency within the rhizome is a circumstance of continual negotiation. For better or worse, we

are in this together.

you are incapable of fully comprehending your individual impact on, or position within, the global whole as:
a) you exist in a system with feedback loops that participate in unfathomably complex systems and ecologies that do not provide direct, measurable
outcomes or yield results in a manner that caters to the short span of a human life and
b) the distance between you and the global multiplicity exists on a scale you cannot physically perceive while firmly planted on the surface of this planet.
Partial comprehension of the global multiplicity occurs via the “overview effect,” a cognitive shift in awareness described by astronauts as they gaze back on
Earth, witnessing its fragile curved edges against the cold void of space
(and why do we still see so few pictures of the whole earth? Google satellites, the
primary viewing mechanism for our planet’s skin, has a default “mid-level perspective”: a position of power and authority — of big data — not of the intimate,
invisible terrain between atoms and stars found at either end of spatial magnification, from 10 to the power of 24 or 10 to the power of -12)
understanding comes through the absence of the object under observation, or “loss on ignition.” Comprehension arrives in retrospect, after the moment of escape.
the time for utopias is over. And yet we cannot, will not, cease propositioning them; modeling them; envisioning them; writing of them; exhaling them; consuming them;
failing them; resurrecting them. Utopias persist as essential forms(forums) of hope, and therefore of survival.
hope is imperative.
you are capable of creating new feedback loops that are more immediate, building medium sized communities that resist “scalability” and forge direct connections.
the death instinct — separation, development, progress, capitalism, the avant-garde, the sterile, the radioactive, the smell of the apocalyptic, the need to atomize,
dissect and do your own thing — is still strong (STRONGER) but the life instinct — survival systems and operations, grey matter, green matter, concern, care,
vulnerability, direct communication, collaboration, the irrepressible insuppressible need to connect — is STRONGEST.
technology is not the enemy, nor is it the solution; it is a powerful tool, and can be co-opted for communication or for control.
your resources are < > others resources and the same principle applies to privilege, which equates to your access to resources.
in the beginning, the world’s resources were distributed stochastically, randomly, as stardust spun through the emptiness of space, gravitating together over hundreds
of millions of years to form this blue marble we call Earth. The proliferation of organisms and societies that have arisen out of this arbitrary assemblage of elements is
dependent on their ongoing access to this hyper-specific set of materials: any sea-change or removal of this matter will force evolution into action.
your resources are finite. The world’s resources are finite. In contrast to what capitalism would have you think, limiting factors are not the death knoll of freedom,
democracy or creativity.
that you are required, and will be further required, to adapt. Adaptation does not result in complete loss of self, however it necessitates a more fluid relationship with
the dynamic construction of identity and the boundaries between self and other; other and society; society and global whole. Systems of maintenance and systems of
development are necessary in tandem.
you can no longer go “off the grid” (...if you ever really could.) As a species we have grown to effect every atom, every molecule, every organism on this spaceship earth.
you can create new grids and modify the ones we have; you have the agency to cut and re-cut boundaries; build your own tool and means of communication; make your
own networks. We are a species that loves to infinitely form and reshape, deconstruct and re-make the world around us.
media is material. Our age of information flows through channels and conduits composed of carbon and aluminum and platinum and neodymium and gallium and zinc
and lead and tin and copper and arsenic and chlorine and sulfur and silicon and plastic and electricity. The immaterial can command the greatest of material weights.
infrastructural critique is the new institutional critique, as technology has exponentially expanded the imagination of the institution beyond its physical boundaries
and into the data centers, server rooms, electrical grids, and “clouds” of our age.
of your|our|its limits.
of the fragility of things.
----> YOU ARE TRYING, YOU ARE FAILING BUT THIS IS BECAUSE ----> YOU ARE TRYING, YOU ARE FAILING BUT THIS IS BECAUSE ----> YOU ARE TRYING, YOU ARE FAILING BUT THIS IS
BECAUSE ----> YOU ARE TRYING, YOU ARE FAILING BUT THIS IS BECAUSE ----> YOU ARE TRYING, YOU ARE FAILING BUT THIS IS BECAUSE ----> YOU ARE TRYING, YOU ARE FAILING BUT
non-verbal communication — symbols and signals of all kinds — is communication. Communication does not require comprehension, but the transmission and
reception of a signal, whether from one entity or object to another or from a part to a whole. You can speak or make work about that which is impossible to speak or
make work about.
attempting to slice open the stratified density of the present is necessary to imagine the future — a future.
you are performing: on demand, anywhere, at any time. High performance culture, and the neurosis of “busy” it cultivates, will support, spin, facilitate, promote,
consume, corral, condone, reject, regurgitate your performance. And yet you will still be willing to perform, to go anywhere, any time for the freedom to do what you
want, what you really really want.
you will be cripplingly afraid to disappoint; to fail; to fall; to stop moving; to loose momentum; not to make a mark; not to get a like; an affirmation; a review; a sound
byte; the next show; the next lecture. This is the driving anxiety of high-performance culture.
you will acknowledge the problematics of high performance culture and will want to perform resistance by way of direct participation, as you believe in the possibility
of effecting change through publicaly performing affect and intellect. This may be naive, but withdrawal is an escapist option that is no longer a romance. Digging is
necessary, but there is no escape
you are sick and tired of being sick and tired. As outlined by Plan C and the Institute for Precarious Consciousness, frustration leads to directed anger, which opens up
fissures for change; anxiety, and it’s psychological, oily resistance to being pinpointed, pricked or named, dissipates the directive power of anger.
anxiety does not need to be the dominant affect. Anxiety is a feedback loop that only strengthens itself, in perpetuity. You are not alone in your anxieties: break the
loop; create strange loops; connect unexpected, illogical, unnameable things.
times of elevated risk are adrenaline infused: buoyant, exhausting, exhilarating, addictive. Under constant stress, the brain secrets more adrenaline through the
adrenal medulla in order to satisfy the body’s needs. Tinted by a prolonged, adrenaline induced state, everyday activities become emergencies.
in emergency situations, we loose the intimate words, the subtle colors, the grey tones. We cannot differentiate grief from anger: defensiveness and vulnerability
increase exponentially within a system under high pressure.
we are grieving, even as we embrace and/or fortify ourselves for a world that is changing at an unfathomably rapid rate.
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overwhelmed.

you are unprepared to be prepared & are prepared to be unprepared.
the hardest work in a state of emergency is to maintain
the ambiguities, the grey, the bodies without organs, the porous boundaries, the nebulous territories;
the softer things, the dusty things, the bland things, the umami things, the slow things, the painful things;
the aesthetic things, the unnecessary things, the non-functional things, the non-essential things;
the things on the back burner, the broken things, the things needing repair, the socks with holes (so much easier to throw away, buy new);
the things that need tailoring and customization, that require care and a long attention span;
the orange trees, the trash on the street, the dishes in the sink, the microbes in the gut;
the energy to care for others and to be cared for by others;
the tools for listening, for observing, for recording and documenting;
the time for sleeping, for dreaming, for reading and writing and making ART;
the experimental things, the playful things, the boring magic;
the daily things, the “normal” things (the most melancholy of euphemisms in an emergency state: the new normal);
the hopeful things;
the yellow of things.

